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American troops file through a picturesque archway into the Piazza de Duomo in Pisa, Italy, on their way north in
pursuit of fleeing
Nazi forces. The arch frames the famed leaning tower, which was left
unscathed in the long fight for the historic city. (Signal
Corps Radiophotb from NEA Telephoto).
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have war production and war profits” until the Pacific war is over.
The depreciation clause would encourage new industry and reconversion, he said.
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workers” as federal control machinery is reduced.
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ployment systems have accumulated reserves of $5,500,000,000 and
they should “now act to liberalize
the

benefits

and make the state

systems serve their true purpose.”
In discussing employment prospects Byrnes observed that “the
prosecution of the war against
Japan will demand the continued
production of great quantities of
war materials,” and said
“basic

The first of the “Sisters” lies in
a museum in Genoa, the birthplace
of the first magician of violinist,
Paganini. This violin is seldom used but is in perfect condition. In
1931 when Benno Rabinof toured
the continent, the Italians honored
him by taking him to this museum
where they brought the master’s
own violin from a showcase and invited him to play. Rabinof, conscious of the honor, played Paganini’s variation of “Nel Cor Piu Non
Mi Sento”, which translated means
“There Is a Sadness in My Heart”
and which is one of the most difficult of violin compositions ever
written. He captivated his Italian
audience so that he was carried
back to his hotel on the shoulders
of his admiring listeners.
The second of the “sisters” was
purchased by Jascha Heifetz and is
the instrument that famed violinist
uses today in preference to all his
others.
The third was once Fritz Kreisler’s and this artist’s recordings,
which thrill the country, were made
on the instrument. Later,
Bvno
Rabinof became its proud owner.
Its tone is rich, clear and full. This
instrument, considered to be one
of the rarest and most valuable in
the world today, has been nicknamed “The Tiger” by Rabinof,
mainly because of the blending of
colors on its back, bringing vividly
to one’s mind the exetic beauty of
the jungle.
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DRIVE ON NON-PERMIT
FOOD PLACES SLATED
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in writing by the person submitting the application. All permits
shall be posted in a conspicuous
place in the restaurant.

industries such as steel and tex“Violations of any of these rules
tiles will not be affected” by the and regulations, or failure to reend of the European war.
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issured until
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war of the Pacific. The surrender or reinspected and approved by a
of Germany will not lessen the representative of the State Board of
necessity for the construction of Health.”
certain types of ships, but it will
Coming under the jurisdiction of
make possible the cancellation of this law are owners, managers,
some ships.”
agents, or persons in charge of horestaurants, tourist
But, Byrnes continued, it is “in- tels, cafes,
summer
evitable that in some particular homes, tourist camps,
industries and in some communi- camps, lunch and drink stands,
ties there should temporarily be sandwich manufacturing establishreduced employment. This is more ments or any other place where
likely to occur where the curtail- food is prepared, handled, or servis
ment
in government owned ed to the public at wholesale or
plants engaged entirely in war pro- retail for pay, or where transients
duction and having no plans for are served food provided with lodgcivilian production.”
ing for pay.
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STORM EXPECTED
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WEATHER
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WASHINGTON. Sept. 9.—(fl5)—Weather
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$10.95 to $22.95

Pile Torture Soothed

only a half-hour at 10 p.m., and gas
for an hour at dinnertime.
The meat ration now is a halfpound a wek, plus a tenth of a

In Few Minutes

Sizes 9 to 15
10 to 20

now
for quick relieif from
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pound of cheese, a half-pound of tor ture of piles. Don’t wait anojam and three and a half pounds ther day but apply Peterson’s Ointof bread.
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main closed, and the only way to brought joyful relief to thousands
eat comfortably is to patronize the for 40
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black market.
oromptly. All druggists have PeGasoline is available for the pub- terson’s Ointment, 35c bcx, or 60c
lic only in a balck market, but in tube wit happlicator.
Money
official traffic has increased heavicheerfully refunded if not delightly, with hundreds of cars in use.
ed.
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Shop now for the boys overseas! We have a fine selection of all
the things they would love getting, at all prices and of every
variety.
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Writing Portfolio

DICTIONARY

$1.00, $1.50, $1.98
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many letters.
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spelled correctly.
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every purpose.
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CHRISTMAS CARDS and WRAPPINGS

CARDS

The famous Bicycle playing cards
that are in great favor always.

55c

$L00

GABARDINE SLACKS
Super quality
wearability in

PLAYING

DIARY

“Ten Languages Easily Learned.”
This paper book will certainly be a
most welcome gift.
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-Vprocesses have been developed
War Bond sales to workers In
which render materials shrinkindustry average
more the automotive
and
proof, wrinkleproof,
durable. Another process will pre- 9.5 per cent of the industry’* total
vent stockings from running and payroll.

To meet this situation, Byrnes
has appointed a committee which will exercise their options to buy
is now at work interviewing con- or lease the government owned
tractors to determine whether they plants.
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There is a very interesting story
connected with Rabinof’s $40,000
Guamerius violin:
In the year 1742, Guarnerius, the
master
violin maker, presented
three “Sister” violins to the world,
mates rich in tone and beautiful of
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with great technical demands but
with rich and scintillating beauty.
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Rabinof, with his accompanist,
Sylvia Smith, will play this year
an
entirely different program.
Among the selectoins will be his
own
transcription of Sarasate’s
“The Nightengale”, a composition
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erican violinist, who is being presented under auspices of the high
school orchestra.
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Plans are going forward for the
return engagement, at New Hanover high school October 18, of
Benno Rabinof, well-known Am-
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slips from creeping, while still
another will render fabrics water-
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